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Who Am I?Who Am I?



 Secretary General of CCF (2004, Deputy Secretary General of CCF (2004, Deputy 
SG since 96), associate professor at SG since 96), associate professor at 
Institute of Computing Tech. (since 92)Institute of Computing Tech. (since 92)

 In charge of China NOI (Since 97)In charge of China NOI (Since 97)
 Master degree on computer science (84)Master degree on computer science (84)
 Worked at Twente University in Worked at Twente University in 

Netherlands (88-89)Netherlands (88-89)
 Research on computer architecture and Research on computer architecture and 

system software (82-96)system software (82-96)
 IC member (97-03), IC Chairman (01)IC member (97-03), IC Chairman (01)



What Did I Do?What Did I Do?



 As Chairman, organized IOI2000, As Chairman, organized IOI2000, 
making it very successfulmaking it very successful

 Promoted CNOI, around 70,000 Promoted CNOI, around 70,000 
Chinese students in high schools Chinese students in high schools 
participate in the NOI every yearparticipate in the NOI every year

 Nationwide networks set upNationwide networks set up
 … …… …



Why for the IOI President?Why for the IOI President?



1.1. Knowing problems of IOI and having Knowing problems of IOI and having 
ideas and plans to improve it ideas and plans to improve it 

2.2. Fully understanding the requirements Fully understanding the requirements 
of GA members, both non-English of GA members, both non-English 
speaking and English speaking speaking and English speaking 
members, good communications with members, good communications with 
the GA membersthe GA members

3.3. Rich experiences on organizing Rich experiences on organizing 
NOI/IOINOI/IOI

4.4. Solid background on computer scienceSolid background on computer science



What to do?What to do?



1.1. Improving GA decision making Improving GA decision making 
mechanism and efficiency, letting GA mechanism and efficiency, letting GA 
members feel they really own the members feel they really own the 
IOI: every country can speak out IOI: every country can speak out 
easily!!easily!!

2.2. Improving IOI regulations and Improving IOI regulations and 
systemssystems

3.3. Run IOI professionallyRun IOI professionally

4.4. Promoting the IOI, FundraisingPromoting the IOI, Fundraising

5.5. Communicating with UNESCO and Communicating with UNESCO and 
other Olympiadsother Olympiads



I have:I have:
2.2.  Experience and New ideasExperience and New ideas

3.3.  EnthusiasmEnthusiasm
4.4.  Solid background on CSSolid background on CS
5.5.  Energy & necessary timeEnergy & necessary time
6.6.  Capability to cooperate with othersCapability to cooperate with others
7.7.  Support from CCF and the CASTSupport from CCF and the CAST



You will see You will see 
a brilliant future of IOI a brilliant future of IOI 

in 3 years!in 3 years!


